
Typography
How to use

your designs

A Design Tutorial for Sublimation Crafters
from debbiedoesdesign.com

(fonts used: heatwood, abraham & america)



know your audienceknow your audience
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and that doesn't mean who's wearing it!
while the intended "wearer" is important, the person 

you need to sell on it first, is the one buying it.

gifts are a huge market. You need to count on a vast 
majority of your shoppers, shopping for someone else.

moms shopping for dads, moms shopping for kids, parents for 
grandparents, grandparents for grandkids, and so on.

I'd rather be

FISHING fishing
I'd rather be

my dad would wear this
(sorry dad!) and he would wear this.

MY MOM (THE ONE SHOPPING),
would not buy this! she would buy this

(fonts used: Misty black & brawls typeface)

most 6 year old girls
would love this

(but mom, there's pink!) 
they would love this

one just as much.

her MOM (THE ONE SHOPPING),
would think this looks cheap. mom would approve this one

Little Miss

Bossy
Li�le Miss

(fonts used:  the sangria & Organic Ice cream)



LOUD soft
PlayfulSweet

GROOVY SCARY
ANGRY nervous
Rushed Girly

Elegantf�mal

font emotionsfont emotions
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(font: shout) (font: Oh Savannah)

(font: Pearberry)

(font: Aurellia Script)

(font: Corduroy)

(font: LASER)

(font: Baguette) (font: Flawless Fairytale)

(font: Kemuri)

(font: Herina)

(font: blorp)

(font: Death Markers)



Decorative

Slab Serif thick bold-like
serifs.

Sans Serifthe word "sans" mean "without."
these are without serifs.

Serifthese small, decorative
strokes are called "serifs."

serifs also have varying
widths within each character.

thick

thin

Blacklettergothic or
"old style" fonts.

Handwrien handwritten or
hand made fonts.

fonts with fixed widths.
letters are the same width.Monospace

Scriptflowing, cursive, or
calligraphic fonts.

swashes, distressed, or
otherwise irregular fonts.

font typesfont types
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(font: Baskerville Old Face)

(font: Alianza Slab)

(font: Airwaves)

(font: Black Star)

(font: Annette Bradford)

(font: Bernadette)

(font: Party Story)

(font: Courier)



font spacingfont spacing
TRACKING
TRACKING
T R AC K I N G

spacing between letters
in an entire block of text.

200 tracking

100 tracking

0 tracking

K E R N I N G adjusting the space between
each individual letter so

it’s more visually appealing.

no kerning.
equal spacing

between letters.

optical kerning.
spacing between letters
adjusted to look better.

LEADING

space between
each line of text.

LEADING
LEADING
LEADING

LEADING
LEADING
LEADING

LEADING
LEADING
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Buttcup

multiple fontsmultiple fonts
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add interest and value with more than one font
two is my usual rule of thumb. Sometimes you can get 

away with more, but that's only on few occasions.

sometimes you can create contrast
by making modifications with the same fonts

Chin Up

adventure
begin

let the Let the
Buttcup
chin upchin up

this is cute

but this is
cuter

this is cool

but this is
cooler

HARDER
HUSTLE

same fonts
with no changes

same fonts

same fonts

adventureadventure
Begin

same font with stroke
and more spacing (tracking)

HARDER
example using the outline method again.

HARDER

Combining lower Case and upper case
OF THE SAME FONT SOMETIMES WORKS TOO!

(Not all fonts have extras like these, but it's worth checking!)

HARDER

same font with
more spacing (tracking)

HARDER
H U S T L E

(fonts used: one wish script & organic ice cream)

(fonts used: Baguette & brawls typeface)

(font: moto sans)

(font: BERNIER)



Not
HAPPY

compliment, not clashcompliment, not clash
CONTRAST, YET STILL COMPLIMENT

CLASHING FONTS
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casual

gothic not
happy formal

childish

NOT
HAPPY serious

fun

casual

Elegant NotHappy

western

sporty not
happy

both serifs
but not good

togetherHappyNot

TOGETHER
So HappySo Happy

Grateful& organic ice cream

Together
SO HAPPYSO HAPPYSO HAPPY

lakeside & Chunky bear
together
So HappySo Happy

Andrea & Burgundy

Together
So HappySo Happy

ROUTEN & Bohem

TOGETHER
SO �APÞYSO �APÞY

BLACK RANGE & IMPERFECTA

TOGETHER
So HappySo Happy

THIRThY & PIPETTON SANS

Quentin & La costa

sO HAPPY

together
MISTLETOE & holiday colors

ToGEther
So HAPPYSo HAPPY

Nalisa & LaQuatsa
(Laquatsa has cooler glyphs than shown here)

TOGETHER
So Happy

Summer solstice & Lagoon

Sunkisa & donut derby

Little rose & Modigirls Sans

Together
So HappySo Happy



mix it upmix it up

keep it balancedkeep it balanced

use glyphsuse glyphs
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use your software's align tools.
That's what they were made for.

not all fonts have glyphs, but a lot do!  
glyphs are a great way to add some style!

Use Some Use Some Use SomeUse Some

CENTERED
Keep itKeep it

STAGGERED
Or make itOr make it

but balancedbut balanced

Retrology
Retrology

A�eg�y
Alleg�y

san fransisco

S FRansis

(fonts used: Light Shutter & acrylic hand)

(fonts used: bhatoshine & airwaves) (fonts used: Signatura Monoline Script & airwaves)



font rules to live byfont rules to live by
IF YOU'RE SELLING, BUY THE FONT

DON'T MIX SCRIPT FONTS

USE PROPER GRAMMAR & PUNCTUATION

MAKE SURE IT'S LEGIBLE
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this is vital! Make sure you purchase a commercial license 
or you can find yourself in legal trouble. 

typos will immediately turn off customers.  There are a few 
special situations when you can drop a comma, or a capital 
letter, because it throws the design off.   But incorrect 
spelling, a missing apostrophe, or wrong uses of words, are 
detrimental to your brand.

with a few exceptions of designs that are intended to be 
stylistic, rather than actually delivering a message, you 
need to make sure people can read what your design says. 

works outDon’t Do It
Please It Never Many

Have Tried

I'm Sorryyou can't read this

sometimesyou can make it workyou can make it work and some are

some fonts

just poorly designed

ARE NOT MEANT

to read well
(fonts used: Sunkissed Beach & airwaves)

(fonts used: Baguette & airwaves)



font rules to live byfont rules to live by
ALWAYS WELD SCRIPT FONTS

NEVER SQUISH OR STRETCH

DON'T USE SCRIPT FONTS IN ALL CAPS

MAKE CONSCIOUS FONT CHOICES
FRESH LEMON

Welded

Pre�yNASTY

if you need it to fit,
adjust the spacing

(remember tracking?)

or pick a DIFFERENT
FONT that doesn't

need altering

sometimes the words
don't look like the words

you intended them to be
(none of these fonts were altered)

a or c? cl or d?f or t?

adjust the kerning and/or tracking to line them up
(Cricut design space is a known offender)

Not Welded
letters aren't touching

Yes
track ing

NO
SHORTtall

NO NONO

FLICKERING LIGHTS
I Love 

li or u?

TO PRINT THIS PAGE
clic� her�auntWORLD’S BEST
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debbie ’s font “burn book ”debbie ’s font “burn book ”debbie ’s font “burn book ”
This is not a list of BAD fonts.  This is a list of fonts that are OVERUSED.  Most of these are overused for a reason. 
They are familar, and for the most part, very well designed fonts.  The problem lies in the monotony and lack of 
creativity these fonts portray.  It detracts from a font’s appeal when we keep seeing the same ones used over 
and over again.  A good crafter (and as such, a designer) shouldn't have "go-to" fonts.  Your designs should 
always be fresh and help your brand or products stand out.  Using these fonts can be damaging to your creative 
and professional creditbility, and should be avoided.   There are at least half a million fonts in existence (accord-
ing to a quick Google search).  Please find other unique, memorable, or creative fonts to help draw people in.

fonts crafters should avoidfonts crafters should avoid
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(title fonts used: Marquee & acrylic hand)


